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ABSTRACT.

On June 5, 1970, an incident occurred at the Dresden 2 plant which was
initiated by a spurious electronic signal in the reactor pressure regulator. A reactor scram and isolation occurred in the normal fashion and
the nuclear process was completely secured. In the course of events,
safety valves were cocked open slightly causing the drywell to fill with
steam. Normal shutdown controls were established and a controlled vent
to atmosphere was conducted through the standby gas treatment system.
Comprehensive monitoring conducted both on and off-site, showed that no
measurable quantities of radioactivity were released to the site or to
the environs.
This report contains a chronology and a complete evaluation of the
incident.
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II •. INTRODUCTION

On June 5, 1970, Dresden Unit 2 was operating at 75% power (1875 MWt, 623
MWe) at near equilibrium conditions, with full core recirculation flow.
No testing was in progress and no maintenance operations were being performed. Off-gas activity,, as measured at the main stack·was 25,000 uCi/sec.
The General Electric Shift Sup~rintende~t was providing the technical
direction for the station operation, and the normal compliment of Commonwealth Edison personnal were operating the unit.
At 9:28 p.m., a spurious signal in the reactor pressure control occurred
causing the turbine control valves to open from 75% to the load reference
set of 80% and the steam bypass valves to.open fully to the condenser.
Within the first second, a turbine trip occurred causing ·reactor scram.
Subsequent vessel pressure depressurization clos~d the main steam line
isolation valves. The water level was maintained above the top of the
core at all times and there was no fuel damage.
In response to the initial and expected water level drop, the operator
switched to manual control of the feedwater system and began filling the
reactor vessel at the maximum rate. Level monitoring difficulties led to
reactor water overflowing into the main steam lines. A pressure surge
resulted in the main steam lines when relief valves were cycled which
momentarily opened one of the safety valves. The discharging fluid from
this safety valve impinged upon the lifting levers of two other safety
valves causing these safety valves to become cocked open a small amount.
The water-steam mixture, discharging from the two safety valves pressurized
the primary containment vessel. Damage within the drywell was basically
limited to overheating of most of the flux monitoring instrumentation
cables and water impingement on insulation.
The core spray pumps and LPCI pumps were automatically initiated on high
drywell pressure. After an assessment of the conditions which existed ,
th~ core spray and LPCI pumps were secured and slow venting of the
containment via the standby gas treatment system was initiated to reduce
the containment pressure. The reactor vessel water level and the stack
gas activity level were continuously monitored.
Normal cooldown of the reactor vessel continued. The drywell coolers were
restarted and the containment pressure was subsequently reduced to
atmGspheric pressure. Entry 1nto the containment vessel was made about
12 hours 1ater and the open safety va 1ves and damaged flux monitor cab 1es
were found. The transien~ did not result in any measurable release of
radiopctive products, either gaseous or liq4id, to the·environment.
Exposures to individuals w~re controlled at all times. by radiation protection
procedures and were wel,l .wit,h1h 10 CFR 20. The incident is. discussed in
more detail in the sections of this report,.
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III.

OBSERVATIONS
A.

Chronology

ITEM

EVENT

TIME

l.

Operating at 75% power level in preparation for a
test.

June5, 1970

2.

Control valves opened from 75% to 80% power and
the bypass valves fully opened resulting in high
steam flow of about 115 percent rated flow.
·

21:28:40

3.

High steam flow sensors tripped but did not occur
in poth isolation channels simultaneously.
Reactor isolation did not occur at this time.

1 second

4.

The turbine tripped.

i second

5.

The reactor scrammed.

l second

6.

Generator load rejection occurred.

2 seconds

7.

All four low water level sensors tripped from
low reactor water level (20 11 on Yarway).

3 seconds

8.

After going into the 11 pump runout 11 » the two
operating feed pumps 11 811 and 11 C11 tripped
automatically.

5 seconds

9.

Reactor feed pump 11 C11 res tarted automatically.

7 seconds

10.

Water level increased from below the low level
setpoint to more than 55 inches on the GE/MAC
indication.

19 seconds

11.

The bypass valves were fully closed automatically.

22 seconds

12.

·Main steam line low pressure trips (850 psig)
occurred in both isolation channels causing an
isolation signal.

(Time Zero)

33 seconds

13.

The main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV's)
reached 10% closed.·

33 seconds

14.

Water level decreased from more than 55 inches
to less than 15 inches on the computer trend
chart.

35-40 seconds

15.

Water level rose from less than 15 to more than
55 inches on the computer trend chart, but
stuck at about 17 inches on the GE/MAC recorder
chart.

50-75 seconds
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TIME

16.

Reactor pressure decayed.to 775 psig and
began rising.

1 minute

17.

Operator discqvered stuck water level
recorder pen.on GE/MAC 1nd1cation and
manual reduced feecfylater flow to about
2.7xl0 lb/hr..
·

l minute 30 ·sec.
.:t.30 sec.

18.

Operators attempted to bring isolation
condenser (IC) into operation and open
the MSIV's. Neither attempt was
successful.

2-3 minutes

19.

Reactor pressure peaked at 1054 psig and
began d~creasing rapidly from manual
operation of one electromatic relief
valve.

3 minutes 45 sec.

20.

Reactor pressure fell to 960 psig and began
rising.

5 minutes 38 sec.
+ 5 sec.

21.

Safety valve G on main steam line 11 0 11
opened momentarily and the discharge
cocked the lifting levers of valves
E and F.

5-6
minutes
I

22.

Pressure increased to 1050 psig and began
falling rapidly from manual opera ti on of
one relief valve.

6 m1nutes 3 sec.
+5 sec.

23.

Drywell containment high pressure trip
actuated (2 pisg).

6 minutes 3 sec.

24.

The diesel generator cooling pumps
automatically started.

6 minutes 7 sec.

25.

Both reci rcul ati on pumps tripped
automatically.
·

6 minutes 12 sec.

26.

Both emergency diesel generators started
automatically.

6 minutes 13 sec.

27.

Both core spray systems automatically
started but did not inject any water
into the vessel.

6 minutes
24-30 sec.

28.

The high pressure coolant injection
(HPCI) system received a start signal.

About 6 min.
30 sec.

tY

+ 5 sec.
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EVENT

TIME

29.

All four low pressure coolant injection
· · ( LPCI) pumps automatically started but
np water was injected into the vessel.

6 minutes 35 sec.

30.

Reactor pressure fell to about 840 psig
and began rising.

8 minutes 10 sec.
+ 5 sec.

31.'

32.

The bypass valves opened about 1/3 of
·full scale or 3 of 9 valves. (They
reclosed again at 11 mins. 16 secs.)

9

minutes 15 sec.

Pressure peaked at about 1097 psig and
began decreasing when two relief valves
were manually opened.

9 minutes 31 sec.

33.

The earlier IC isolation was reset and
the ic was manually initiated.

9

34.

The first IRM erratic behavior was printed
out by the process computer.

13 minutes 8 sec.

35.

The first LPRM system erratic behavior
was printed out by the process computer.

13

36.

The MSIV s were manually opened.

14 minutes

37.

Reactor feed pump
tripped.

+ l minute

38.

Containment temperature indicators
read. with highest at 205° F.

About 30 mins.

39.

Core spray and LPCI pumps were shut
down.

30:..40 mi ns.

40.

Emergency d~ es el ·generators were stopped
and SBGTS was opened to the drywell.

30-40 mins.

41.

Shutdown cooling was shifted to the main
condenser via a bypass valve.

45 mins.

42.

Drywell floor drain sump pump started
automatically.

l hr. 2 min.

43.

Five of sev!=!n drywel l coolers were brought
into service manually.

l hr. 15 min.

44.

LPRM power suppliers were shut off.

l hr. 30 min.

1

11

C11 was manua 1ly

+5 sec.

20

minutes 45 sec.
+30 sec.

minutes 31 sec.

minutes

"i
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TIME

45.

The drywell pressure indication was back
on scale and read _a:bout 2.2 psig.

2 hours

46.

A composite particulate filter sample from

3 hrs. 30 min.

the drywell was measured to be 5 rad.

47.

A stack gas charcoal filter, removed at
· · 4 hours was analyzed for iodines.

48.

A particulate filter sample (sampling
time about 1 hour) was taken.
.

49.

The particulate filter sample above
was re-analyzed for iodines.

. 50 ..

5 hrs . 20 mi n• :

6 hours
9 hrs . 30 mi n.

(0700 hrs. 6/6/70)

Operations and radiation protection
personnel entered.the drywell.

0955 t 6/6/70

51.

Reactor water level was lowered below the
main steam nozzles.

1030' 6/6/70

52.

Radiation protection personnel analyzed
on-site air samples and on-site grass
samples. No significant amounts of
iodine were found. ·

1300-1600' 6/6

53.

A Staplex air sample from the drywell was
taken.

2020, 6/6

54.

The drywell purge rate was increased.

2300, 6/6

55.

A Staplex air sample from the drywell
showed the I-131 level to be down to
about 25 MPC.

0600, 6/7

56.

Operations and radiation personnel
entered the drywell for an inspection.

1100, 6/7
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Chronological Discussion
A complete description of the events is presented below in
chronological order. In many cases explanatory comments
,have been included, but a more complete analysis and
explanation of the key events is contained in later sections.
-

1, .On June 5, 1970, the Dresden Unit 2 plant was operating
at 75% power (1875 ~t, 623 MWe} at near equilib.rium
con9itions. wit.h full core recirculation flow. A one
recirculation pump trip test was planned for approximately 12 hours later, when full equilibrium Xe would
be achieved and core flux distribution data was to be
obtafoed by traversing incore probe (TIP).· No testing
was in progress and no maintenance operations were
·
underway. Offgas discharge at the stack was approximately
25,000 µc/sec. as measured by the stack gas monitor/
recorder.
2.

At about 9:28 P.M. the Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC)
unit of the Turbine Generator set caused the Turbine
Control Valve (CV) to open from 75% to the load
reference set at 80%. Simultaneously or immediately
thereafter all the Bypass Valves op~ned fully and
remained open for 22.seconds. The initiating cause
of this controller malfunction has been determined
at this time to be a spurious signal generated
spontaneously· inside one of the pressure regulators
·
in the EHC unit.

3. The computer recorded momentary high steam flow
signal~ at l second (high steam flow means greater
than 116%). The true steam flow would have been a
transient from 75% through 80% to about 115%, and
down to 40% in the first 1+ seconds. The computer
scanning and storing techniques were capable of and
did show several brief signals which did not occur
simultaneously. This is consistent with the noisy
nature of the steam flow signals.
The operator saw only one high steam flow annunciator,
and ther~ was no signal to close the Main Steam Line
Isolation Valves (MSLIV) on high steam flow. (The
signal to close the MSLIV came from low pressure
and they were cl9sed at about 33 seconds). It. is
concluded that the signal to close MSLIVs on hiQh
steam flow was near the trip point, but that.
isol~tion did not occur at this time.
The high steam
flow indications reset at 2+1 sec. This occurred
automatically as th~ steam flow decreased when the
st~p valves closed. No operator action was involved ..
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4. One second after the CV and BPV opened the. turbine_
tripped.
- The process computer recorded 11 EHC Remote
11
Trip. ; this signal normally occurs only on turbine
trips caused by high reactor water _level or generator
lockout.·- There was no generator lockout.
Turbine trip is initiated by the Yarway level monitors
which are not recorded. However, based on previous
testing of this type of instrumentation, it is concluded
that a transient level spike sufficient to cause the
trip most likely occurred.
6. The turbine trip caused a reactor scram. All nuclear
instrumentation recordings, all related recorded
parameters such as. RPV pressure and water level, and
control rod position indications verified that the
reactor was fully shut down immediately and without
1nciden~.
·
6. At -two seconds there was a generator 1oad rejeC,tion.
This event f6llowed as an ~utomatic consequence of stop
valve and intercept valve closure. This event caused
that portion of the auxiliary power that was being
carried on the unit transformer to transfer to the
reserve auxiJiary transformer.
7.

At 3 seconds al 1 four water level sensors tripped on
lpw water-level (20 inches on Yarway). Th;-s water
level decrease Wa$ a natural consequence of scram
and the resultant void collapse. The GE/MAC recorder
shows a water level decrease to below zero; comparable
water level changes after scram were recorded during
testing and are reasonably consistent with pridr
analyses of such events.
'

8.

At five seconds reactor feedwater pumps B and C.
tripped off from low suction pressure. This Wqs caused
by the low water level signal which demanded i~c~eased
feedwater flow and forced the FW pumps into ru~out.
The FW fl.ow chart shows an increase from 7.1 tQ
- 9.9 x 106_#/hr and then a decrease to ·ru3.7 x 106.
This sequence of events had been observed previously
during testing and had no significance in the overall
sequence of events.

9. At seven seconds
FW pump 11 C11 restarted automat1cal ly
11 11
because FWP A was out of service for mainten~nce.
The fW flow chart showg variations in· flow bet~een
about 4.6 and 6.7 x 10 #/hr for 1-2 minutes as the
single pump went into and out of runout. _
·
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10. The water level rose sharply at 19 seconds to more
than 55 inches. This was caused by' depressurization
as a result of the still-open BPV. The depressurization caused the RPV water to swell and it is
prob ab le that some two-phase mixture was carried
into the steam lines (elev. 93.5 inches) at this
time. After the BfV closed, the water level
decreased rapidly in the time span 35-40 seconds,
because of void collapse from subcooled feedwater
mixing .with the reactor water. In the time span
50-75 seconds, the water level again rose through
the 15~55 range because of the continued feedwater
flow with the· ~esultant mass increase of RPV water .
11

. 11.

At 22 seconds the Control Room recorder chart
indicated that the BPV's closed. This was verified
by a computer print out. It is assumed that the
spurious signal which opened the valves initially
had disappeared at this time.

12; The MSIV's were started closed at 33 seconds by a

signal from the steam 1i ne low pressure switches which
are set at 850 psig. The time for the pressure to
decay to this point is consistent with the analysis
for auto-blowdown events. There would not have been
any flow in the steam lines at this time due to the
earli~r closure of the BPVs.
This event was verified
by a computer printout of the low pressure switch
actuation.

13.

A computer printout, ~lso at 33,seconds, indicated
the MSIV's were 10% closed. This is a normal function.

14.

During the period of approximately 35-40 seconds the
water level decreased from somewhere above +55 inches
to somewhere below the +15 inches on the computer trend
recorder. This level change was attributed to collapsing
voids due to the continued injection of subcooled
feedwater fl ow.

15.

Vessel water level turned around and started
increasing at approximately SO.seconds as indicated
on both the computer trend chart and the 0-60 in.
GE/MAC chart. The GE/MAC water level chart pen stuck
at about the 17 inch level but the computer trend
chart continued to rise off-scale. This rise is
attributed to the automatically increased feed flow
,initiat'ed by the low level in the above described
35-40 second period.
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16. Reactor pressure, at one minute, dropped to
approximately 775 psi as would be expected at
·this time during any trip and scram sequence.
Pressure then started rising to reach saturation
equilibriUIJl. ·At about this time, the operator
noted the 1ow 1eve1 i ndi cation on the GE/M_AC
recorder chart. He was not aware that water
level was increasing because the pen was stuck,
and, therefore, he switched feedwater from
automatic to manual control ·and increased feed
flow in an attempt to get the level back to
normal. Actual level apparently rose to at
least 120 inches during this time and flooded
both the Isolation C6ndenser Steam Line and the
Ma in Stea:m Lines .
'
17. At approximately l 1/2 minutes, the operator
determined. that the GE/MAC recorder level pen
was stuck; he tapped the case and the pen
·. jumped up ~nd off-scale at +60 inches. Manual
feedwater flow control was then manually adjusted downward to the minimum position by the
operator, which resulted 1n a flow of approximately 2~7 x 106 lb/hr. There were two 14 11 feed
valves in service which do not prciv1de positive
shutoff. The minimum flow obtained was not considered unusual, based on past experience with
these valves.
18.

At approximately 2.5 - 3 minutes, the isolation
condenser was manually actuated because vessel
pressure was r1s1ng. It was discovered several
minutes later that the isolation condenser
system had isolated almost immediately after
initiation, because Qf an erroneously established
low Tech. Spec. setting on the high flow isolation signal for the condensate return line.
Also, at this time, the operator attempted to
open the MSIV's in an effort to reduce vessel
pressure by dumping steam to the main condenser
by way of the bypass valves. This was unsuccessful at this ti me. because the va 1ves had not yet
been reset from the trip on low steamline pressure.

19~

Since the reactor pressure had reached 1050 psig,
the operator elected to manually open the Erelief valve at time 3 minutes 45 seconds rather
than wait further for the reset and MSIV ope.ni ng time.

-----------------
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20.

The operation of the 11 E11 electromatic relief valve
reduced the vessel pressure to 960 psig at which time
the operator closed the valve. The time was then
approximately 5 minutes 38 seconds after the scram.
Pressure immediately turned around and started rising
at a rapid rate. This rise is attributed to decay heat
and injection of feedwater causing level increase to
compress the steam bubble.

21.

At some time between 5 and 6 minutes after the scram it
is apparent that a momentary pressure pulse in the steam
line caused at least one safety valve to lift. This was
the cause of the observed high drywell pressure and
contributed to vessel w~ter level and pressure reduction.
One side of the double discharge nozzle on Valve G exhausts
directly at Valves E and F and it is surmised that this
impi~gement caused the E and F lifting levers to rotate
to a partially stuck-open position. These two valves
subsequently remained open for the duration of vessel
. depressurization and cooldown.

22.

Vessel pressure peaked at 1050 psig at time 6 minutes
and was turned around and reduced at a rapid rate by the
opening of another electromatic relief valve by the
operator. It is estimated that the valve was open
approximately 2 minutes.
Pressure was reduced rapidly to 940 psig, and then at a
slower rate to.about 850 psig, at which time the relief
valve was closed.

23.

At t1"1e 6 minutes and 3 seconds, a 2 psig drywell pressure
signal initiated an ECCS start, isolated reactor building
ventilation, and initiated the Standby Gas Treatment
System.

24.

At 6 minutes 7 seconds the Standby Diesel Generator
cooling water pumps started automatically as a result
of the high drywell pressure signal. This was verified
by a computer pri ntoiJt.

25.

Both recirculation pump~ tripped automatically at 6 minutes
12 seconds .. This is verified by both the recirculation
fl ow recorder chart and a cqmputer pr'i ntout. ·

26.

The Standby' Diesel Generators started· automatically at
6 m1 nu.tes 13 seconds. This was verified by a computer
printout.
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27.

Core spray A started automatically at 6 minutes
24 seconds. Core spray 8 started· automatically
at 6 minutes 30 seconds. Injection of water into
the vessel by the core spray systems did not occur·
because of the high reactor pressure.
11

11

11

11

28. The HPCI auxiliary oil pump, emergency oil pump and
gland extractor automatically started, and the HPCI
turbine went onto turning gear at around 6 1/2
minutes! However, the system did not operate and
inject water because it had been valved out of
service for repairs from earlier problems. Had
the HPCI system been in nonnal readiness it would
not have operated anyway because of a high reactor
water level HPCI turbine trip signal.
29. All four LPCI pumps started automatically at 6 minutes
35 seconds, but did not inject water into the vessel
because reactor pressure remained above the LPCI
pump discharge pressure.
30.

Reactor pressure decayed to about 840 psig at
8 minutes 10 + 5 seconds because of the earlier
relief valve operation. At this point, the relief
valve was manually closed and pressure began rising
at about 200 psi/minute. This was caused by the
continued feedwater addition being greater than the
safety valve losses and resultant compression of
the reactor steam.

31.

At 9 minutes 15 seconds, 3 of the 9 turbine bypass
valves opened again. (Their normal opening mode is by
sequence). · The MSIV s were closed during this time
and therefore there was no effect on the reactor.
The cause is assumed to be the same as for the
original opening, and they reclosed again at 11 min.
16 sec;
1

32.

Pressure rose to about 1097 psig and began rapidly
fa 11 i ng from re 1i ef va 1ve 0 and E manua 1 opera ti on
at 9·minutes 31 + 5 seconds. The total time open
was estimated by-the operator to be about one minute.
11

11

11

11

During this time a surveillance of the area radiation
monitors, offgas and stack monitors was made. No
radiation outside of the containment was detected.
Offgas· ~onti nued to decrease, reading approximately
10 ,000 µ c/sec.
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33.

The earlter isolation of the isolation condenser was
reset and the isolation condenser was manually initiated
while relief valves 11 011 and 11 E11 were still open at about
9 minutes 45 ±.. 30 seconds. After successfully bringi ng on the isolation condenser, the relief valves were
closed. The isolation condenser remained in operation
5 to 15 minutes as estimated by the reactor operator.
The isolation condenser temperature traces and the decreasing reactor pressure verified this. The isolation
condenser
was isolated by manual operator action.

34.

The first of many Intermediate Range Monitor (IRM)
erratic messages was printed by the computer at 13 min.
8 sec. Since rea~tor shutdown verification had previously been obtained, it was assumed that some sort of
damage to the cable or connections was being caused by
the steam in the containment.

35.

The first indication of Local Power Range Monitor (LPRM)
erratic behavior was printed out by the computer at 13
min. 31 sec. with the bulk of such indication starting
about 23 min. 31 sec. This was also assumed to be
caused by steam damage in the drywell.

36.

The MSIV's were manually opened at 14 minutes to allow
use of the bypass valve opening jack to bring reactor
pressure down (it was about 770 psig at this point).
The bypass valves were not actually opened until about
45 minutes. · It is normal procedure to depressurize and
cool down the reactor by controlled steam release through
the BPV to the condenser.

37.

Reactor feed pump 11 C11 was manually tripped at about 20
minutes. Water level was observed over the next 10
minutes to verity that water level was being held by
the approximate 60 gpm flow provided by the control
rod drive pumps. The rate of decrease of the reactor
pressure was approximately 14 psi/min. until 1 hr.
5 min. after the incident started; pressure was then
about 200 psig. This depressurization rate was attributable to the leakage rate through the safety valves.

38.

At about 30 minutes, a local temperature recorder reading an assortment of containment temperature was checked,
with the highest reading 205°F.

39.

During the time period 30-40 min., with reactor pressure
reduced to less than 400 psig and in order to prevent
injection of torus water into the core:
a. Both core spray pumps were placed in the pull-tolock position.·

I v.:!'., ,

iL
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b.

Thr~e

of the four LPCI pumps were placed in the
pull-to-lock position.

c.

The remaining LPCI pump and appropriate valving were
lined up for torus spray.

d. The operator was prepared to restart any of the pumps
immediately upon any indication of further difficulty
(control handles are in the control room).
40.

During the same ti:me period, the emergency diesel
generators were stopped and the SBGTS was valved open to
the drywe11 under controlled, monitored conditions.
·
Specifically:
a.

A 2 inch bypass around the normal shut-off valve was
opened. The flow was less than 600 cfm to each train
compared to a design flow of 4000 cfm each.

b.

A radiation protection man was dispatched immediately
to monitor activity at the SBGTS absolute filters;
he initially measured 30 mr/hr. Subsequent readings
were never more than 50 mr/hr on contact with the
filter housing.

c. The stack gas monitor reading remained essentially
unchanged at 10,000 µc/sec.
d.

Operation of the system on the 2 inch bypass continued
until the next day (June 6) at 2000 hrs.

41.

At time 45 minutes, shutdown cooling was shifted to the
main condenser via the turbine BPV. One valve of the
nine total was opened 25%. Surveillance of area monitors,
main steam line monitors, and stack gas monitors continued.
Stack offgas increased to approximately 25,000 µc/sec over
a period of about 1/2 hr. and then reduced slowly.

42.

At time one hour 2 minutes, drywell floor drain sump pump
flow to radwaste started automatically at an initial flow
rate of 80 gpm.

43.

The drywell pressure was still more than 5 psig at about
one hour 15 minutes. Five of the seven drywell cooling
units were brought back into service at this time by
valving out of service the drywell high pressure sensors.
Reactor pressure was down to about 200 psig at this point
and reactor vessel water level was above the normal water
level.
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At about one hour 30 minutes the LPRM power supplies
were shut off because of indications of overheating. By
then, instrunent technicians had also established that
SRM channel 24 and IRM channels 14 and 15 were working
properly.
Stack offgas activity had returned to 10,000 µc/sec
at this time.

45.

The drywel1 pressure indication was back on scale at·
two hours and reading 2.2 psig.

46.

A composite particulate filter sample from the drywell
was monitored at 3 hours 30 minutes. It was wet, dirty,
and measured 5 rad. The filter had been in the sample
stream for nearly 24 hours, but the activity was
attributed to the event.

47.

48.

A stack gas charcoal filter was removed four hours after
the initial transient. The total sample time was 24 hours,
· and included 20 hours of normal operation at 75% power
before the transient. It was analyzed for iodines one
hour 20 minutes after removal from the stack gas sample
&tation. The results showed .06 µc/sec I-131 and .07
I-133, not significantly higher than the average of the
previous several days results of normal operation.
At about 6 hours, a particulate filter air sample was
taken from the drywell at a point between the A
recirculation system header and the biological shield.
The sample was begun at 0210 of .6/6/70 and stopped at
0305 ( ll t=55 minutes). At 0310, it was counted for
Rb-88, the particulate decay product of Kr-88, and had
a concentration of 6.5 x 10-6 µc/ml.
11

11

49 ... The Rb.:.88 on the above particulate filter sample was
al lqwed to decay and was re-anal,yzed at about 9 hours
30 minutes (0706 on June 6, 1970). The I-131 level in
the drywell was estimated to be about 100 times the
Maximum Permissible Concentration (100 MPC) as
established by AEC regulations. This iodine analys·is,
.
together with the above rubidium analysis, indicated that
a steam-water mixture had been leaking into the drywell.
The Eberline Instrument Corp. of Santa Fe, .New Mexico
who is under contrad by CECO to perform off-site
monitoring ~nd sampling, was called at 0710 of 6/6/70.
·Monitoring and samplfog activities of the environs
surrol..(ndi ng the Dres~en station began at about 0900
the. same d,ay.
·

·I
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Operations and radiati~n protecti~n. personnel entered
the drywell at 0955, June 6 for 10 minutes with Scott
Air Packs and other adequate radi at1 on protection
apparatus to obtain Staplex air samples. They observed
water cascading down from the upper part of the northwest portion
of the drywell in the vicinity of main
steamline 11 D11 11, on which is mounted electromatic
relief valve D11 and safety valves 11 E11 and 11 F11 • The
dose rate in the drywell was about l R/hr.
Analysis of the Staplex air sample showed the 1-131
level to be 82 MPC. Observations at the time of
entry indicated that the leak may have been coming from
one or more of the safety va 1ves.

51.

Because of the water leakage from the main steam line
elevation, reactor water level was reduced to below
the main steam nozzl~~ at about 1030 on June 6. It is
standard operating procedure to raise the water level
above the RPV flange during the latter stages of plant
cooldown so as to cool these heavy metal sections. The
water level in this case had been allowed to increase
above the steam lines early in the sequence of events.
Once the.water level was high there was no evident
reason· to decrease the level until the leakage was
dis covered.·

52.·

During the time from about 1300 to 1600, June 6, radiation
protection personnel analyzed on-site air and grass
samples and found no significant amounts of iodine.

53.

At about 2020, June 6, a Staplex air sample froni the
drywell showed a slight 1-131 increase above the 82
MPC value found from the 0955, sample. It was decided
that the drywell purging rate was not effective for
the iodine removal and a method was sought to increase
the purge rate.

54. The drywell purge rate was increased in the containment
at about 2300 June 6 to allow drywell entry for damage
assessment. The flow path was changed to pull air from
the reactor building directly 1nto the drywell, then
through an 18 inch line (~nstead of the 2 inch bypass
line originally used) to the SBGTS. The SBGTS absolute
filters were periodicallymonitored and levels stayed
below 30-50 mr/hr on contact.
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55.

A Staplex air sample was taken from the drywell and
analyzed at 0600, June 7 to determine whether there
had been any iodine activity decrease. The sample
measured about 25 MPC I-131.

56.

At 1100, June 7, operations and radiation protection
personnel entered the drywe 11 for a preliminary ctamage
inspection. It was seen that safety valves 11 E11 and
11 11
f on main steamline 11 C11 were held slightly open by
the position of the operating handles, which
apparently had been stuck and rotated by the discharge
of safety valve,' 1 G11 on adjacent steamline 11 D11 •

. These were the major events in chronological order from
the time the incident started until the time the safety
valves were found to be stuck open, thus identifying
the prpblem. Further detailed discussion and analysis of
the key points and effects of the incident are contained
in the following sections.
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OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT
A. Staffing and

Respon~ibilities

The regularly assignedcGeneral El~ctric Shift Superintendent,
AEC Senior Licensed, was in the control roqm and was providing
technical direction for all station operations. Fully qualified
Commonwealth Edison personnel, including both a Senior Licensed
Shift Engineer and Console Control Operator were also present
and teceiving their operating in~tructions from the GE Shift
Superintendent. There were no confliGting or uncertain responsibilities during the course of the· incident·.
B. Water Level Control
In response to an initial and expected water level drop and subsequent feedpump trip and restart, the operator switched to manual
control and attempted to restore normal water level at maximum
rate. This is a normal and proper res·ponse, supported by operator training and written procedures. An overriding concern to
keep the core covered has prevailed in all phases of plant design
and pperation.
The recorder normally used for manual level control was stuck at
a low indication as described in Section l above. T.h.is compounded
the problem as the operator kept feed flow for a period; when this
was discovered, he immediately adjusted the controllers to the
minimum settings. However, the feedwater control valves are not
completely leak tight at this point and make up was still too
high. After the transient was essent~ally completed and stable
conditions restored, the operator shutdown the feedwater system
completely while watching level indications to be sure CRD cooling water make up to the RPV was adeqµate to maintain. level.
C.

SBGTS Venting
Operating procedures specify use of the SBGTS for venting purposes upon receipt of high-containment pre~sure alarms.· By the
tim~ this wa~ done, 30-40 min. after the incident started, the
transients were over and normal shutdown procedures were being
applied. Reactor pressure had dropped to about 400 psig and
water level was being maintained stably with CRD pumps at a flow
rate of 50-100 GPM. Stack monitors were continuously observed
and no increase was noted when the SBGTS was put into service.
Also, the bypass line and not the main vent line was utilized,
resulting in a per-unit loading of less than 1/6 rated capacity.
Only the low range (-5 to +5 psig) drywell pressure indicator
was in service vllen this action was taken. A 0-75 psig range
indicator had been in~talled in late 1969, but it had not been
included in ~he instrument check list and had not been valved
into service . . Subsequently, in order to aid the drywell pressure

\
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reduction, the drywell coolers were put back into service.
Use of the containment sprays was rejected as possibly contributing to further water damage and unnecessary. thermal shock
to hot equipment. The exact time that the pressure came back
on range is not known, but a pressure of 2.2 psig was observed
about 2 hours after the incident.
Subsequent tests of the absolute filter/charcoal filter trains
in service during the several days after the steam release showed
iodine removal rates in excess of 99 percent, confirming satisfactory performance.of the system. Further, stack iodine
monitoring cartridges, removed on a daily basis following
the event, a1s.o confirmed no increase occurred in iodine
release rates from the plant.
D.

ECCS Shutdown
Shutdown of the core spray and LPCI pumps occurred at about
the same time as the drywell purge discussed ab~ve. Again,
normal shutdown procedures were being effected and plant·
conditions were stable. All ECCS equipment had been verified
as starting and operating. Placing controls on pull-to-lock
position represented a step in an orderly, systematic operational
response to the situation. Available Emergency Procedures
deal with severe accident caSf!S where water level could not be
maintained and were therefore not applicable. Any ECCS equipment
could have been restarted i11111ediately by moving the con.trol
handles (in the control room).

E. · Isolation Condenser Operation
Difficulty in putting the isolation condenser into service
resulted because of the low setting on the high flow isolation
trip en the condensate return line. Technical specifications
required this setting to be 120% of normal flow when it
should have been set at 300%. This unduly restrictive specification was not intended originally and a request for change
to the Technical Specification was in the process of being
made. This system was successfully initiated about 9 1/2 min.
after the incident started. The condenser had been previously
operated on May 14 during an isolati,on transient following
75% power operctti"on, and dail,v surve1llance testing of the
valves was being conducted because of the HPCI being out of
servic·e. These tests were not done with flow in the lines,
however, and the last one was done on 0000 to 0800 shift of
the same day.

f. Cooldown via Bypass Valves
~

The MSIV $ were reopened at about 14 min. and shutdown cooling
Wi!S aided by bypass steam to the condenser via the bypass valves.
This 1s normal shutdown procedure, but the previous erratic
beh~vior of the bypass valves could have occurred again and
caused further difficulty. MSIV's would have been promptly
1
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closed in this case and the pressure reduction continued at a
slower rate with the isolation condenser, which had been put
into service earlier. If r~actor water level had been
below t~e top of the core during the transient, indicating
possible fuel damage, the MSIV's would have been left closed
to maintain reactor isolation and conserve water inventory.
As discussed above, water level was more than adequate.
· G.

Flux Monitor Failures
Although cable damage caused a considerable number of the SRM,
. !RM and LPRM flux monitors to fail, there was never any question
about the reactivity status of the reactor. It was more than
13 minutes after shutdown before any of the flux monitors
began to faii~ and the shutdown status of the reactor was
verified before the damage occurred.
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DRYWELL DAMAGE REPORT

ITEM
MS Line Insulation

FW Lines

Ins~lation

DESCRIPTION
Approximately 19 running feet
of reflective insulation on
assembly D extending upstream
from safety valve 2-203-4H
had to be re~laced.

COMMENTS
This was caused by d1rect
or reflected discharge
from the safety valves

Approximately 6 feet of insulation extending upward on the 12"
E feedwater riser from the reducing tee on the 18 11 B feedwater line had to be replaced.

Recirculation Riser G

Aoproximately 6 feet of insulation on recirculation riser G
extending from but not including the tee on the 22" recirculation inlet manifold had to be
replaced.

MSL Saf~ty Valves
2-203-4E,F

Lifting levers were rotated
and jammed against the sorin9
housing so they could not
·
close fully .

. 'B' Floor Drain Pump
Motor

300 Kohms from external
breaker connection. ,

'B' Recirc Discharge
Valve Motor 202-SB

150 Kohms from external
breaker connection.

'A' Recirc Equalizing
Tie Line Valve Motor
202-9A
.

10 Kohms from external
breaker connection and a
burned out brake coil.

'A' Shutdown Cooling
Valve Motor 1001-lA

2 meg ohms from external
breaker connection.

'B' Shutdown Cooling
Valve Motor 1001-lB

2 meg ohms from external
breaker connection.

HPCI Valve Motor 2301-4

1.7 megohms from external
breaker connection.

Drywell Electric
Penetrations

7 penetrations were found to
be leaking from the center
inboard to t.~e drywell.

There were no outboard leaks
to the reactor 'bldg.

SRM Cables

SRM 21 was found to ·have an
open lead ~nd SRM 23 was found
shorted. SRM's 22 and 24 were

See Sect. VI-A for more
details.

o~erable.

These were chec~ed again
as descri~ed in Section
VII.G. All other drywell
motors megqered O.K.
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DRYWELL DAMAGE REPORT (continued)

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COMMENTS

IRM CABLES

IRM 1 s 12 , 13 , 17 & 18 we re

See Sect. VI-A for more
details.

found to have low insulation
res is ta.nces. IRM 1 s 11 , 14,
15 & 16 were operable.
LPRM Cables

93 LPRM cables were found to be
shorted, 10 were open, and 61
operable.

TIP

Control cables to TIP indexer
were found to be shorted.

Drywell Wall

Two one foot diameter patches
with paint removed were found
opposite the discharge of safety
valves E&F (about 10 feet away).
Surfaces in the vent piping between the drywell and torus also
had paint removed, but this was only
the outer layer of paint. The
prime coat plus one finish coat
of paint was still intact.

l

9·
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ANALYSIS OF EVENTS
A.

Cable Damage and Drywell Temperature Tests
Damage to the neutron monitoring cab 1es within the dr.vwe 11
occurred during the incident~ Tests were conducted
in
an attempt to determine the fa4lure mechanism of the cables.
1.

LPRM Cable Failures.

As stated in Section V, over.60% of the LPRM cables (103
out of 164) experienced failures a~ a result of the ~dverse
drywell environment. The predominant failure mode was hy
short circuit (93 out of 103). Tests were conducted to
establish the mechanism of the failure.
(a)

1

(b)

LPRM Cable Tests Performed. New samples of the LPRM
cables in the form of single pieces (3 foot samoles)
and as a bundle of 18 cables, were subjected to oven
t~sts. The samoles were placed in var~ous degrees
of twisting, loading (with external weights), bendino,
and temperature distributions which were similar to
conditions experienced by D-2 cables.

Test Results. Failures were caused by local bucklina
.of the center conductor due to thermal exnansion of
the conductor while restrained at its ends. This
·mechanism may be enhanced by rou9h handling or a manufacturing process which kinks or oredisnoses the center
conductor to buckling.
Other failures were caused by drift of center conductor
t6 the point of contact with the shield. Thi~ was
generally due to the combined effects of differential
expansion and mechanical loading.
Some failures by buckling of center conductors occurred
at temperatures as low as ~220°F and by shorts due to
drifting center conductor at temneratures as low as
300°F. However, many test samnles went to 500°F (for
up to one hour) without exhibiting failures. Also, in
many instances, tests of cables in identical confiquration (bend~. loading, etc.) did not oroduce the same
results.

(c)

Test Conclusions. The results of the test~ are consistent wit~ findings in the field and clearly identify
the mechanism of fail~re. The fact that the tests
·were inconsistent among themselves maY be due to differences in materials· (e.g., the exnansion co~fficient ·
of the polyethylene dielectric) or discontinuities resulting f~om the mantifacturing and handling nrocesses.
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SRM/IRM Cables.

These cables were not tested since their temperature ratings*
are below those of the LPRM cables and the failure mechanism
was not in question. These cables are being replaced with new
high temperature cables which were tested to 500°F under conditions of small radius bends and found to survive without
degradation.
3.

Tests to Determine Drywell Temperature.

Several indicators of drywell temperature were found at the
site and corresponding components were tested in San Jose in
an attempt to independently determine the drywell temperature
attained during the incident.

B.

(a)

Connector Caps. Deformed plastic cans were discovered
in the penetration junction boxes. Similar nlastic
caps were tested and found to show appreciable deformation between 250 and 300°F.

(b)

Dymo Labels. It was reported that Dymo Labels on
cable bundles had lost their set and returned to the
ribbon state. Tests showed that this occurred between
200 and 250°F.

(c)

Cable Jackets Melted Together. It was reported that
in a few cases the LPRM cable bundles had bonded together' due to melting of the jackets. Tests show this
occurs between 250 and 300°F, but is a function of the
amount of irradiation to which the jacket had been
subjected.

Early Transient Behavior Effects on Fuel
Using the seauence of chronological events that was established
from available data, the subject incident was simulated on hoth
the transient analysis model used for nredicting effects of abnormal operational transients and also the analytical model normally used to investigate postulated loss of coolant accidents.
The intent of both of these simulations was to investigate the
ea~ly portion of the subject incident in detail and to·
determine whether such a sequence could result in noss1ble
damage to reactor fuel.
The accident analysis model was used to verify both.the transient
model analysis and the plant data which show that sufficient
forced cooling was provided during the initial portion of the
transient when fuel surface heat flux levels had not yet decayed from the pre-scram values. The transient model analysis
indicates that the critical heat flux rat1o would d1o insignificantly during the first half second and would then increase
throughout the remainder of the transient. Specifically, this

*See Section VII for further discussion of temperature ratings.
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model, using the design peaking factors that would result in
a MCHFR of 1.9 at full power, yielded a value for the 75%
power case of 3.07 at the start of the transient and a minimum
of 2.99 at 0.47 seconds. The reactor scram, which occurred
at one second, together with adequate forced cooling, assured
that no fuel damage from thermodynamic effects could have resulted during the initial portion of the transient.
After approximately 15 seconds of nucleate boiling cooling, all
stored heat in the fuel would have been removed and the nool
boiling ptocess would then be capab1e of effectively rem6ving
the decay heat. During the remainder of the incident, ~revention
of fuel damage was assured as long as the core remained submer!Jed.
Water level was at all times considerably above the ton of the
core and it can thus be concluded that no fuel damage could have
occurred.
The transient analysis also supports other evidence hased on
past testing with Yarway level instrumentation that the turhine
trip resulted from indicated high water level.
C.

Pressure Vessel Internal Resoonse
1.

Vessel Pressure Transient

The vessel pressure transient d~ring this event has been analyied
based on the initial conditions and the seouence of events which
occurred durin~ the transient. The oredicted results arid the
actual recorded data ~re plotted on ~igure VI-1. The following
is a discussion of the comparison between the analysis and the
d~ta extracted from the recorder charts.
In the analysis, the vessel pressure dropped from the initial
val4e of 985 psia to 970 psia approximately 1 second after th~
bypass valves opened, at which time turbine ston valve closure
and scram was ~ssumed to occur. After closure of the ston valves
the pressure increased to 1006 psia at 3 seconds. The bynass
valves were assumed to open completely at time zero. The momentary increase in pressure in the analysis after the ston valves
closed can be explained by the fact that at this time the 40%
bypass capacity is not adequate to remove the decay heat from
the reactor core. This pres~ure increase was not nbserved in
the recorded pressure trace. The early nressure transient is
sensitive to the actual precise timing of the valve nosition
cha~ges which could not accurately be determined from the strin
chart data. However, this did not st9nificantly affect the subsequent transient analysis.
DurH1g the 3 to 22 second-oeri od the bypass va 1ves were full v
open and' the decay heat was adequately removed, resulting in
depressurizat1on of the vessel. During this neriod, the analysis adequately predicted the rlepr~ssurization rate ai is evidenced
by the data obtaine~ from the recorded pressure trace.
' f/
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After the bypass valves were closed at 22 seconds and the reactor vessel was isolated, the vessel oressure continued to de. crease. Once isolated, the water le~el outside the shroud
dropped below the feedwater sparger level due to the collansinq
voids inside the shroud. During this time, the feedwater is
spraying into a steam atmosphere causing condensation to occur.
This condensation, along w1th the continuous decrease in voids,
contributed to the vessel depressurization. This effect continued until most of the voids had collapsed. After this occurred,
there was a net increase in water level outside the shroud
causing the feedwater sparger to become recovered. When the
sparger was recovered, entrainment of steam at the liouid surface interface may have occurred because of the turbulence nresent.. This could have persisted for a short period of time
until the level was high enough above the soarger so that the
turbulence at the liauid interface had subsided, and could not
entrain steam. This ·would occur at aoproximately 53 seconds,
at which point the vessel pressure beqan to rise. The difference
between the analysis and the-observed point at which the vessel
pressure bottomed out is due to the difference in the feedwater
flaw rate used in the analysis and that actually obtained because
the steam condensation is sensitive to feedwater flow. Durina
the period after the control valve closed, the feedwater was ·
observed to be oscillating between 4.7 x 106 lb/hr. and 6.7 x 106
lb/hr. In the analysis, an ~v~rage value of 5.7 x 106 lb/hr. ·
was used.
When the feedwater sparger became sufficiently covered by water,
the steam quenching effect ceased and the pressure began to
increase. The incre~se in pressure was due to the comoress1on
of the saturated steam in the steam dome by the increasin9 subcooled water level outside the shroud, In the analysis, the
pressure reached the relief valve setting at 170 seconds, which
maintained the vessel pressure at a constant value until the .
time (224 secs.) when the operator actually onened the relief
valv~. · The faster compression rate obtained in the analysis
can pe explained as follows.
In the analytical analysis, it was assumed that the comnression
adiabatic, i.e., the'steam dome was assumed to be compressed
without any condensation occurring. This assumption gives the
fastest pressurization rate possible. ~hereas, in fact, conden. sat1on actually existed between the subcooled liauid surface
· and the steam. This condensation of steam results in a slower
. compression rate.
w~s

At approximately 1 1/2 minutes, the aJ1alysis showed a· decrease
in the compression rate. This decrease was also. observed in
the actual pressure traces, This decrease was attributed to
·the decrease tn feedwater flow that occurred at this time. At
approximately 3 minutes, the pressure tr'ace showed a s1qnificant increase in pressurization rate .. This occurred because
the water level outside the shroud had reached the dr.vers,
significantly reducing the fr.ee water surface. area available
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for steam condensation. At approximately 224 seconds, the
operator manually opened a relief valve resulting in depressurization of the vessel.
Since water level had reached the steam lines at about 3 mins.,
a low quality two phase mixture was blown out when the relief
valve was opened initially. This continued until the relief
valve was closed. It was at this time that a safety valve
momentarily ope~ed from a pressure surge and caused two others
to be prop~ed open sl1ghtly. (See item 4 below.) However,
feedwater flow w~s greatly in excess of that blowing out the
safety valves, so repressurization occurred at about the same
rate as befor~, when the relief valve was reclosed. A relief
valve was opened two more times to contr0l pressure before the
isolation condenser was successfully put in operation to effect
a continual pressure decrease. Each time there was a brief
period of rapid depressurization due to steam only blowdown
followed by a slower depressurization due to a two-phase mix~
ture blowdown which was caused by the swell associated with reduced pressure.
2.

Water Level Transient

Calculated level response and level data recorded durinq the
event are compared .in Figure VI-2. The recorded data points
were obtained from the on-line computer recorder and the strip
charts. During the incident, the indicated water level fluctuated, and as it passed through the high water level and the
low water level trip points, it was recorded on the on~line.
computer. The recorded points shown on the figure (from point
A to point H) can be explained as follows.
The level drop to point A was due to the reduction in core
voids caused by the reactor scram and due to the decrease in
feedwater flow when fe~dwater pumps tripped at 5 seconds. Continued vessel depressurizati9n and the feedwater pump automatic
restart at 7 seconds caused the level to recover and pass upward through points B and C. Based on indicated level, this
occurred at about 19 sec .. At 22 seconds, the bypass valve closed
which caused a decrease in level (point C to D) because of the
decrease in void content. Feedwater flow into the vessel raised
the level (point D to E) until, at point F, the vessel pressure
reached a minimum and began to increase. Increasing pressure
collapsed some of the remaining voids in the core causing another
decrease in level (point E to F). From point f to G, volumetric
increase from feedwater injection gradually overcame the decrease
from void collapse. Continuing feedwater flowresulted in further
level increase as indicated by points G and H. At about 3 minutes,
the analysis showed tha~ the level reached the main steam lines.
Subsequently, the level went up and down across the main steam
line elevation due to the intera~tion of relief valve openinqs and
continued feedwater .flow.
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Internal Loads

An evaluation has been made of the loads imposed on the reactor
vessel internal structures by the incident.
It is concluded that in no case did the maximum loads approach
design values; no internals damage could thus have occurred.
The design values of the reactor vessel internals loadings are
arrived at by postulating the simultaneous failure of a steam
line and the occurrence of the design basis earthquake. The
steam line break generates the maximum gross pressure differentials across the internals. The magnitude of these differentials
is determined by a combination of the initial value of the
differentials and the increase associated with the rapid vessel
depressurization. For this plant, the depressurization rate
produced by a steam line break would be ~30 psi/sec. An
examination of the pressure transient following the bypass
valve incident indicates that the maximum depressurization rate
was ~20 psi/sec. This occurred when the D and E relief valves
were opened at ~9 1/2 minutes into the transient. The pressure
rates at other times quring the incident were never more than
50% of this rate~ Since there was also no earthquake, it can be
concluded that the loads on the vessel internals were considerably
less than the design values. In addition to the maximum depressurization rate being less than that associated with the
steam line break, the recirculation pumps tripped at 6 minutes.
Thus, by the time the D and E relief valves were opened, the
pressure differences across the internals due to forced recirculation of coolant had dropped to zero. This further minimized
the consequences of the subsequent depressurization.
A visual inspection of the vessel internals has been made which
confinned that no internal damage occurred.
4.

Safety Valve Behavior ·

During the event, a safety valve opened momentarily and caused
the opening of two other safety valves which remained in a
slightly open position. The two valves which remained open
resulted in mixture of water-steam flow into the drywell during
the event. The event was safely tenninated and if these valves
had not remained open, it would have been terminated without significant equipment damage in the drywell. Therefore, the circumstances of the event have been examined and post-incident
analyses have been performed to determine the probable cause of
safety valve lifting.
(a)

Pertinent Data. The level an~ pressure transient
used for this analysis are shown in Figures VI-2 and
VI-3. Sufficient comparison could be made with available recorded data to verify these transients for
times when recorded data was not available.
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Post incident discussions with the onerators orovided
information regarding the number of relief valves used,
their identity and the order in which they were used.
As discussed in the sequence of events, Section I,
the operators recalled (but were not certain) that the
first pressure increase ( -3 1/2 mins.) was controlled
by opening relief valve E on steam line B. The second
pressure rise ( 6 mins.) was controlled again by relief
valve E. The third pressure rise ( "'9 mins.) was controlled by opening relief valve E and relief valve D
on steam line D.
Post incident examination of the rupture diaphrams of
·the safety valves indicated that A and B safety valves
on steam line A did not lift, C and D safety valves
on steam line B leaked (rupture diaphrams snlit), F.
and F safety valves on line C had lifted sufficientl.v
to blow out the rupture. diaphram, and G sqfet.v valve
had lifted (no rupture diaPhr~m) but the H saf~tv
valve did not lift on line D.
The G safety valve
was set at 1220 psi and the H safety valve
at 1230 psi. The E and F safety valves on the .
C steam line were held in a slightly onen nosition because the jack handles were wedged onto the safet.v
vaive frame. On one frame, a qouaed mark was n0ted
on the side of the frame indicatin9 that the handle
had been forced onto the frame by the discharge of the
G safety valve.
(b)

Analysis. Two po~sibilities have been considered which
could cause safety. valve liftin9:
1.

Water, which was subcooled relative to the steam
in the steam dome and steam lines, entered the
steam lines causing rapid condensation of tranned
stea~.
As the steam collansed, a nressure pulse
could be generated which could lift the safety
valve.

2.

Water in the steam lines was suddenly decelerated
when ~he relief valve closed causing a nressure
pulse commonly referred to as a waterhammer.

A preliminary revi-ew of the situation sunnorted the
steam condensation hypothesis. The nlant onerators
indicated that the E relief valve (B steam·line) was
used to control the first and second nressure rise.
However, saf.ety valves in the B line did not onen
enough to blow out the 10 osi dianhram. From the hioh
drywell pressure alarm, it was known that the safety
valve must have lifted nrior to about six minutes,
and the operators recalled (but uncertain) that only
the E relief valve was used orior to that time. Since
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the relief valves on the steam line used for oressure
relief did not significantly lift the safe~y valves
on that line, but a safety valve on a line that had
not been used did lift, it was concluded that sudden
steam condensation ~as the most probable cause of ·
safety valve lifting. This hypothesis was aroarentl.v
supported by the early surmise that the safe~y valve
lifting appeared tq· have been relatively general.
That is, both safety valves on three of four steam lines
were ori gi na lly thought to have lifted momentari l.v.
Safety valves on the A steam line did not lift.
Subsequently, i nves ti ga ti on rev ea 1ed that the b10
. safety valves on the B steam line did not lift as
originally thought; the diaphrams had only solit
( ~l in.), indicating that the valves had not lifted
but probably had leaked. On the C steam line, the F
and F safety valve jack handles had been forced onto
the valve frame. The handles were in the nath of the
discharge from the G safety valve. Post incident
analysis indicates that a force as high asibout
1000 lb. could have been applied to the handle due to
discharge impingement. On ~he D steam line, the G
. safety valve had lifted, but the H safety valve, which
was originally thought to have lifted, had not lifted·.
Thus, detailed investigation indicated that the C, D
and H safety valves had ·not lifted; only the G safety
valve lifted and the discharge from this valve lodged
the lifting levers of the E and F safety valves on the
frame.
This caused a slight opening of these valves, about
3/16 in. and 1/16 in. Since only one valve lifted,
the mechanism is more likely to be a local ohenornena,
such as waterhammer, rather than a 9eneral steam
collapse phenomena. The waterhammer hynothesis is
supported by post incident analysis. l~ater level
calculations indicate t~at the water level reached the
steam lines ~t about three minutes. If a oressure oulse
had been generated by sudden steam condensation in
the steam line, it would have occurred at about this
time and apparently d1d not. Water level calculations
show that the steam 11nes were nearly filled with
water, due to continued feedwater flow, by the time
the relief valve was first opened.
Based on the pressure response data, the oressure
began to increase at about 340 sec., which would be
expected if this is the time when the first relief
valve was closed. Assuming waterhammer occurred at
this time, the calculated pr~ssure rise is 225 nsi.

J
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Just prior to valve closure, the steam line pressure
was 975 psig (960 psig vessel pressure and 15 nsi
elevation head) so the peak steam line pressure was.
1200 psig.
The G safety valve was set at 1220 psig and is believed to have lifted at this time (340 sec.). The
H safety valve, which was set at 1230 psig, did not
lift ~ignificantly but leakage caused the rupture
disc to.split. Assuming that the E and F safety
valves were forced open concurrently, the drywell
pressure response can be calculated based on the flow
areas of the ·unseated safety valves (<v0.01 ft2). Pased
on this area, a drywell pressure of 2 nsig would be
reached in 20 seconds, or about 360 seconds into the
transient. Computer printout indicates that the high
drywell alarm occurred at 363 seconds.
Calculated pressure vessel internal resnonse and containment pressure response sunnort the waterhammer
hypothesis, and the calculated steam line pressure
rise is close to that which could cause safet.v valve
lifting. While this hypothesis is consistent with
the analytical evaluation, it is inconsistent with the
operators recollection of the relief valve used for
ptessure control. Since the operators expressed uncertainty about relief valve identification, it is
possible that the D relief valve was used instead of
the E relief valve. The control handles are sideby-side ('V 3 in .. apart) on the control f!anel.
(c)

D.

Conclusion. It is concluded that the nrobable cause
of lifting the G safety valve was waterhammer in the.
steam line when the D relief valve was closed, and
that the E and F safety valves were opened by .iet
impingement on the jack handles from the G safet.v
valve discharge. Calculated peak nressure due to
waterharrmer is 1200 psi compared to a set point of
1220 psi in the G safety valve. The H safety valve
(on the same line) was set at 1230 nsi but did not
lift. In addition, maximum steam lin~ nressure did ~ot
exceed the MSIV design pressure of 1250 osi and is
well within the 1565 osi oressure at which the MSJV
was hydrostatically leak tested.

Drywe 11 Thermal Dynamics Analysis
1.

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to determine analytically the transient pressure and temperaturecondition based on the seauence of
events during the·incident.

D-2
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Pressure Transient

Prior to the incident, the containment nressure was maintained
at 0.3 psig. -The average drywell temperature and relative
humidity were assumed to be 120°F and 20% respectively. The
torus temperature was recorded at a continuous readina of 76°F
and the relative humidity was estimated at 100%. Under these
i ni ti a1 condi ti ans, the containment contains 680 1b-mo1 es
of non-condensible gas divided almost evenly between the drywe11
and the torus.
The maximum containment pressure attainable (for small leaks)
occurs when all of the non-condensible gases in the d~ywell are
transferred to the wetwell and can be calculated accurately.
The transient pressure response, however, denends ·on the nostulated sequence of events regarding the safety valves lifting
and sticking open. The following seouence of events is the
basis of the calculated pressure history 1n the containment
following the event.
The event was11 initiated
at 21:28 on June 5, 1970. It is concluded that. G11 safety valve lifted momentarily and effected
the
lifting and sticking of safety valves 11 E11 and "F 11 • When
11 11
6 valve rel1eved, the jet force rotated the lifting levers
on the 11 E11 and 11 F11 safety valves (device for manual liftinq
of safety valve) around and jall111ed them in a position such that
the valves lifted
slightly11 and remained open. The 11 F" valve
11
was 1ifted 3/32 and the E11 valve 1/16'1 • The valve seat
diameter is 3.57 in., thus resulting in a combined leak area
of .01216 ft2.
It was assumed for this analysis, that for
the first 15 minutes after the safety valves lifted, the
liquid level in the vessel was above the main steam line out~
let and liquid blowdown into the drywell took olace. At this
point in time, the feedwater was shut down and liquid level in
the vessel dropped below the steam lines initiating a switch
from saturated liquid to saturated steam.
Figur~

'

VI-4 illustrates the results of the analysis based on
the above sequence. Intermittent relief valve oneration had
no effect on the containment pressure. The relief valves discharged directly to the suppression nool and effected a slight
temperature rise which had a negligible effect on varor nressure and air partial pressure. The downcomers are submeraed
approximately 4 feet into the suppression oool such that the drywell
pressurecan be 1.9 ps1 greater than the torus nressure before·
vent1ng to the torus ·begins. The dr_vwf!ll pressure was calculated to reach 2 psig about 20 seconds after the 11 f 11 ancf 11 f 11
safety valves wedged open. This compared almC'lst exactly ~·1th
the time when the low range drywell nr~ssure instrument recorded 2 psig in the drywell. The pressure continued to rise
until the pressure difference between the drywel 1 and torus
equaled the downcomer pipe submergence and venting to the torus
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began. The pressure in the containment graduall.v rose as the
non-condensible gases in the torus were purged into the torus
gas chamber. A mixture of steam and non-condensible gas was
vented to the torus where the steam was condensed and the noncondens i bl e gas stored in the suppression chamher air snace.
The result was an exponential decrease of non-condensible oases
in the drywe ll and an increase in the torus. As the non-condens i bl e gases were purged to the torus, the containment nressure increased to the point where essentially all of the ~on
condensible gases were in the torus. This was the maximum calculated pressure that the torus experienced as illustrated in
Figure VI-4. The drywell pressure remained constant at a
slightly higher pressure, the difference beina the downcorner
submergence. The peak pressure is calculated to be 20 rsi9 in
the drywell. The small increase in pool temperature exoerienced
during the event had a negligible effect on pressure, however,
it is considered.
At 30-40 minutes after the initiation of the event, venting of
the drywell was initiated. At l hr. and 15 min., the containment fan coolers were reactivated. This combination resulted
in the decrease of the containment pressure. The low ranae
containment pressure instrument indicated that the dr.vwell oressure was down to 2.25 psig 2 hours after the event started
(23:30). The transient is shown in Fiaure VI-4.
3.

Temperature Transient

The sequence of events affecting the temperature was the same
as was postulated for the pressure resnonse analysis. During
the time that the safety valves were oostulated to be blowing
down liquid (21:34 to 21:49) the d~Y\"ell temoerature was calculated to rise steadily to approximately 250°F as illustrated
in Figure VI-4. At this point, aooroximately 75% of the dr.vwell non~condensibles had been washed over to the torus. Since
the ·calculated drywell pressure did not rise above 20 nsig, the
steam atmosphere temperature could not rise above saturation
temperature for a liquid leak.
For the first 15 minutes after the safet.v valves lifted, 1t
was estimated that the liquid level in the vessel was above the
main steam line outlet and liquid blowdown into the dr.vwell
through the stuck safety valves took olace. At this noint in
time (21:49) the feedwater was shut down and the liqu1d. level
in the vessel dropped below the steam line, initiat.ing a switch
from saturated liquid to saturated steam issuina into the containment.
Saturated steam at vessel pressure will sunerheat when it is
expanded to the much lower containment nressure. Conseouently,
when steam only began issuing into the drywell, the temnerature
in the drywell slowly rose due to the injection of sunerheated
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steam; the pressure continued to rise to the maximum attainable
of 20 psig. The peak containment temperature resnonse was conservatively calculated, and is shown on Figure VI-4 w1th a maximum of 320°F. In a 11 probabil i t.v this peak temnerature was
representative only of local temperatu~es in the immediate vicinity
of the leak, and the bulk containment atmosphere was somewhat
lower. Heat transfer coefficients for natural convection sunerheated steam are low (on the same order as air, h = l to s· ·
Btu/hr°F). Therefore, even though the peak containment atmosphere temperature was calculated to reach a max1m11m of 320°F,
the drywell wall temperature would be considerably below this.
At l hour and 15 minutes after the initiation of the event (22:43)
the drywell fan coolers were reactivated and the.ternnerature
slowly decreased. The heat removal caoaci t.v of the coolers
under these conditions is approximated and the dotted temnerature
line is an estimate.
Even though the drywell temperature was not monitored duri~q
the event, there were indicators within the drywell that supported the above calculated containment atmosrhere temneratures
and the assertions concernino surface temperature. One such
indicator was the Tempilstik-markers. These are crayon like
marks at various positions in the drywell that melt when the
ma teri a1 they are on reaches a g.i ven tempera tu re. Markers at
several positions on the drywell wall indicated that the te~n
erature of the wall did not exceed 200°F. Markers on the
pres_sure vessel insulation above the biological shield indicated that the temperature of the i nsulat1on did not exceed
250°F.
Other .indicators such as the physical condition of plastic· cans
and instrument cables indicated temperatures were in the neiahborhood of 250°F. See Section VI-A.
4.

Local Conditions at Leak

The only visible local effect of the safety valves liftin9 was
two 1 ft. diameter patches on the drywe 11 wa 11 where the dry-.
well liner paint was removed. This effect is attributed to the
jet of water-steam mixture issuing from the safety valVes.
The patches of removed paint were the ooints of imPin9e_ment
of the jets on the dry\oiell wall and tne paint aopeared to be
erroded away rather than charred or melted.
During the time interval of oostulateq liquid blowdown from the
safety valve, the maximum temperature of the jet after exoansion was calculated to be 260°F or less deoendin~ on the containment pressure. It was dur1ng this period that oaint was
most 1i ke ly erroded off the drywe 11 WC\ 11 by the high ve 1oc1t.v
steam-water mixture. The maximum wall temperature at tMe localized impingement spots would, therefore, have been close to this
temperature, but no higher.

•

Figure VI-4.
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During the time interval of postulated steam blowdown from the
safety valves, the maximum temperature of the jet after expansion was calculated to be 320°F depending on the vessel oressure. However, at th1s point 1n time, the G safety valve
opened and had a flow rate of only about 6 lb/sec. This flow
was split in half by the rams head so that 3 lb/sec. of steaw
was coming out of each side.
5. Drywell Integrity
The primary containment vessel was subjected to a oressure-temoerature transient which was conservatively calculated to neak
at 20 psig and 320°F. This transient was well within the des1qn
pressure condition of the drywell (62 psig) and is within the
usable temperature range of the vessel material (-20 to 650°F).
The drywell expansion allowance for calculating the safety
. factor against buckling d4e to this.temperature related con' dition as defined in the FSAR, Section 5.2.3.6, is shown in·
Table I.
Table I corresponds to the design margin safety factor against
buckling of the drywell shell for the maximum sustained tern11erature of 320°F compared to Table 5.2.6 "Or.vwell Thermal Fxpans1on" for the nominal. design condition of 281°F.
The safety factors against buckling f0r this higher temnerature
.
'.
are well within the desjgn criteria for the vessel.
TABLE I

Location

Resultant
Thermal Growth
@ 320°F (inches)

A

0

B

. O.p8

D
E

0.94
1. 17
0.39

c

Resultant
Loading @
O psi g (psi)

A11 owab le
Loading
(psi) .

Safety
Factor

0
0.8
0.95
1.2
0 . .7

1. 55
1. 57
3.05
3.84
2. 77

2.0
3.2
3.2
4.0

The loading resulting from temperature at 0 psig 1s greater
than at pressure beca~se the pressure counteracts the effects
of loading by temperature. If the effects of the 20 osig were
included 1n this analysis, the resulting loading would be ·
less than that determined originally for 281°F and 0 os1g.
E.

Electro-Hy~raul1c

Control Unit Performance

A spurious signal was generated inside the I_lectro-~vdraulic
Control unit of the Turbine Generator Control System which
caused both control !iOq bypass valves to open resulting in
reactor depressurizat1on. Jnvest1gat1on as to the ~ause of
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this spur1ous signal was initiated immediately. These investigations have resulted in a conclusion that the most probable
cause was a faulty component in one of the two pressure controllers of the EHC system~
Continuous monitoring of the pressure controllers in the
Electro-Hydraulic Control .Syst¢m was begun immediately after
·the shutdown using special test equioment and recorders.
By 6/12/70 many of ~he possibilities had been eliminated. Checks
of variations and spikes on all grounds, all nower input lines~
a11 of the redundant DC and AC power sunplies and basic oscillators, and input c1rcu1ts had been mad~. No s1gnfficant effects
were found. Starting during the evening of 6/12/70, spurious
behavior was observed which was suffic1ent to cause valve open1n~ demands similar to s~bject ~vent. Ry systematically tr~c1ng back the spurious signals during the follow1np week (when
they occurred) the d1ff1culty was traced to a lead-lag network _in the 11 A11 pressure regulator. The prime suspect was one
of the two potentiometers used ~o adjust the rressure requlator
to the required dynamic'character1st1cs. Recordings have been
made which now substantiate th~t the intermittent erroneous
s1gnals coming from the susp~ct pot~nt1ometer are enough to
cause the bypass valves to open as occ~rred on 6/5/70.
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CORRECTIVE ACTION
A.

Drywell Neutron Flux Monitor Cables
1. SRM/IRM
The original Dresden 2 cables were selected for signal transmission qualities and represented the be~t temperature ratina
available at that time. More recently, a spec1~1 cable has
been designed which will meet the shielding and transmission
qualities plus offering a temperature specification of 350°F
(for 10 hours). These cables have been tested to 500°F under
conditions of small radius bends without aopreciable de9radation.
The new higher temperature cables have been installed at
Dresden 2. Special care in pulling these cables and use of
new isolated conduits (2 IRM's and 1 SRM per conduit) should
insure the incident survival qualities of these sianal naths.
Since these channels provide monitoring canabilities from ,
start-up through at least 15% power, adequate neutron monitoring of a post-intid~rit Condition should be available. Separa~
tion criteria have been Maintained.

2. LPRM's
The LPRM cables are being replaced with the same type of cable
but using extra care to reduce handling abuse, twistin9, and
crowding in dutts. (The SRM and IRM cables were removed.)
These cabl~s are vendor specified at 275°F (continuously) and,
as mentioned in Section VI.A, have been tested to 500°F without
appreciable degradation.
B.

Drywell TIP Indexer Control Cables

The TIP Indexer control cables experienced some melting of insulation and· were replaced w1th a·higher temperature rated mu1ticonductor cable. The new cable is rated for 300°F.

c.

Penetrations

Damaged electrical containment penetration seals are bein9 repotted
in place with an adhesive previously used successfully at Oyster
Creek. The major leakage path identified after nrelirnfoar.v investigation is due to thermocouple sleeve failures. This wire 1s beino
resieeved and integrally potted 1nto the seal.
O.

Thermal Insulation

All thermal insulation which was damaged during the incident has
been completely replaced. ,·
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E. Main Steam Line Safety Valves
The three safety valves (E, F &G), which were positively identified as having lifted, will be inspected and tested in accordance
with the manufacturer's recommended criteria and ASME and Illinois
Boiler Code requirements. In addition, all of the damaged rupture
discs will be replaced and the discharge of=all safety valves will
be oriented for optimum direction so as to preclude direct impingement on adjacent.valves and min1m1ze damage to other components within the drywell.· Action is being taken to obtain aooroval of the
Illinois Boiler Board for removal of the lifting levers. These
levers are not required by Section III of the A~ME Code.
F.

Electro-Hydraulic Control System

As a result of the investigation described in Section IV, the
following corrections are being made to the EHC control system:
l. The malfunctioning device which is causing the spurious
signals is a wire-wound 10-turn potentiometer and is located
at a considerable distance from the pressure amoliffer card.
The wires to these pots also go through a set of terminals.
In order to avoid noise and the resultant spurious signals,
a ceramic pot will be used, the terminals will be eliminated
and the pot will be located near the pressure amolifier card. ·
2. Cables from.the EHC adjustment panel will be routed such·.·
that all signal cables are separated from the nower cables.
Thfs precaution will preclude the nossibility of inductive
noise on the signal wires.
3. From the automatic load followin~ circuits, there is a
connection to the recirculation flow control system, which
closes the circuit to the EHC load freauency control circuit
and has the possibility of introducing erroneous voltages to
the EHC control panel. T~is will be rearranged to eliminate
this possibility.
Following the completion of the above modifications, the nressure
control units will continue to be monitored to verify that stable
operation has been achieved.
·
G.

Electric Motors

The motors·on all valves were dryed out, inspected, an~ meogered
to verify that the resistance is within the manufactured soecified
tolerances. It was established that non~ of the valve motors required replacement.
·
One of the seven drywell cooling blower motors did not meet the
specified tolerance due to water steam da~age and ft has been replaced.
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- All electrical motors in the containment will be tested prior to
startup of the unit to ensure proper operation.
H.

Drywell Shell

The internal protective coating, which was damaged as a result of
impingement from the discharge of the safety valves, has been refinished, The area in the vent piping between the drywell and _
torus wh1ch had one coat of paint removed will not be repainted
because a prime coat plus a finish coat still remains.
I.

Vessel Water Level
1. Ve.ssel Instrumentation - Both the GEMAC and Varway Level
Sensing Systems will be thoroughly checked out for calibration
and adjustments will be made as required to obtain accuracy
and response within the vendor certified limits.
2. Feedwater Control - The feedwater control system will
be thoroughly checked out and re-calibrated as required to·
obtain satisfactory control over the full range of operating
conditions. Specific·action will be taken to minimize (a).
control valve leakage, (b) insensitivity of flow control,
and (c) low suction trip caused by pump runout conditions.
3. Transient analyses support the conclusion that vessel
level could have reached the high level turbine trip set point.
Additionally, on a depressurization occurrence of the type ex· perienced, some overshoot of the Yarway instrument would be
expected. Therefore, it is considered that the Varway instrumentation responded correctly during the incident.
-·

4. In addition, both normal and emergency operating procedures
are being reviewed and will be revised as appropriate to place
more emphasis on high water level situations.

,,'•

J. ECCS Sequence
A thorough field review of the core spray and LPCI system logic
will be made to determine the reasons for improper sequence and
starting times .. Corrections will be made as appropriate and the
system will be tested to verify conf~rmance to design. The design
has been reviewed and the electrical installation drawings are
correct.
K.

Isolation Condenser Isolation Trip Point Chanqe

A proposed change to Dresden 2 technical specjfications is in pro-

gress, This change will recommend raising the set points for isolation trips on the 1solat1on condenser to agree with the:design intent
and operating conditions. This proposal would chanqe the condensate
return isolation trip paint on the Isolation Condenser to 300% of
norma 1 fl ow.

-

--
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Instrumentation Availability·

Specific attention will be given to the valving in and proper operation
of the wide-range drywell pressure indicator and the drywell temperature recorder. Although the availability of these instruments
would not have prevented the incident, they nevertheless would have
been. valuable as a data source for post-incident analysis.
M.

Post-Incident Recovery
1. Venting
Following the incident, the containment was vented through the
standby gas treatment system to reduce containment pressure.
This was done without significant increase in the radiation
levels to the plant environs as was verified by.environs
sampling. In addition, releases were well within the limits
of 10 CFR 20. It is recognized, however, that the existing
procedures do not provide sufficiently definitive actions anQ
action points. Therefore,"~ revised procedure is being prepared for approval which .will address these deficiences. The
procedure wil 1 emphasize the fa 11 owing:
(a) The containment will not be vented until drywell
pressure is less than 2 psig.
(b) Prior to venting, the drywell will be sampled to
assess the contents ~n4 potential release.
(c) During venting, samples will be taken from
the intake and discharge of the standby gas treatment
system to verify filter efficiency and release.
(d) The release will be monitored by the stack gas
monitor and dilution air will be available to the
chimney.
(e) Stack limits listed in the technical specification
will be adhered to during the operation.
We strongly feel that venting of the containment following an
incident or accident to reduce radiat1on levels so entry can
be made is vital to assessing damage and correcting an abnormal
situation. We also feel that venting in a controlled manner
and meeting the requirements of 10 CFR 20 ensure there is no
undue risk to the health and safety of the public,
2.

Containment Cooling &Depressurization

It is recommended that containment coQling and depressurizat1on
be accomplished by use of the containment cooling mode of the
LPCI system. The preferred mode w111 be by spraying water into
the torus. Containment spray will not be used unless absolutely
necessary.
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Drywell Coolers

During the incident, the dryw~ 11 coo 1ers were brought back into
service before the drywell pressure was down to 2 psig. It
is recommended in the future that during post-incident recovery
drywe11 coolers not be brought back into service until the drywell
pressure is below 2 psig.
4.

Enviro~~ Monitoring

The env1rohs moni tor1 ng program undertaken fa 11 owing the
incident was adequate and no further recommendations are made
i n th i s a·rea .

(.\
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SAFETY EVALUATION
Some aspects of the incident are s1gnificant from a safety point of
view. This section is an evaluation of these aspects.
A.

Venting
As ~ means of reducing the high containment press~re, containment venting through the standby gas treatment system (SGTS)
was,employed approximately 30 minutes following the first
indication of high drywell pressure. A discussion of this vent.;.
ing operation follows.
·
1. Justification
During plant startups the containment pressure normally
rises above atmospheric pressure. During these times the
containment pressure was reduced by venting through the
SGTS and the filtered containment atmosphere was discharged
via the main stack. Containment purging is accomplished
in a similar manner~ Procedures existed for venting of
the containment and these procedures were judged to be
an acceptable means of reducing the containment pressure.
Radiation monitors in the vicinity of the drywell were
checked and no abnormally high indications were observed.
Also, because the reactor core had never been uncovered and
because the reactor core flow was maintained at a high•
1eve l throughout the transient. there was be 1i eved. to be
no fuel damage. Therefore, containment venting was
initiited by opening the 2 inch by-pass valve to the
operating SGTS which discharges the filtered gases up.
the main stack.
·
2.

Precautionary Steps Taken
Observations were made initially of the main stack monitors,
the area radiation monitors and the ventilation plenum
monitors to insure that radioactive gases were not being
released to the environs. No positive indication of
radioactive gas release was observed. Each of the monitors
were observed periodically thereafter.
A radiation protection man was inunediately dispatched to
monitor activity at the SGTS absolute filters where a reading
of 30 mr/hr on contact was observed. Subsequent readings
were made, but never did the activity level exceed 50 mr/hr
on contact (on fi.lter casing).
Approximately 40 minutes after the venting operation was
started, the
drywell coolers were brought back into
service. This aided the pressure reduction rate within
the containment.
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Results
Radiological Consequences - A11 available informat'fon
at the site indicated that no -abnormal release of
radioactive material had occurred during, or following
the incident. As a precautionary measure, environs
samples,,were collected and analyzed the following day.
The.area radiation monitors at the on site environs stations were observect to be reading normal, and ionization chamber
readings from both on site and off site environs stations
were normal .
·
Numerous samples ~f vegetation, by§~ upwind and downwind,
were collected and analyzed for I
at the station and
then sent to Eberline for confirmatol'y analyses. Again
no increase in activity above background was found.
In conjunction with the above, the routine weekly environs
samples were collected and forwarded to Eberline. Results showed
no significant variation from previous weekly samples.
In summary, there was no significan~ release of radioactive
gases during the venting operation. No radiological consequences are.evident over and above those which would have
occurred had venting not been employed.

B.

ECCS Shutdown
The core spray pumps, the four LPCI pumps, the standby gas treatment system and the emergency diesel generators started as the
containment pressure increased to the 2 psig initiation point.
The two core spray pumps, three of the LPCI pumps and the diesel
generators were secured approximately 30 minutes following
their automatic startup. This was an acceptable procedure
in view of the following:
1. Justifitation
The water level in the reactor vessel at all times during
the transient was well above the top of the core .and the
water level at the time the pumps and diesels were secured
was verified to be sufficiently high to insure the maintenance of adequate core cooling.
The feedwater pump was secured and the water level was
observed to remain constant with only the makeup present
frQm the control rod drive pump. This verified that ~he
pr1mary system rate of coolant loss was small and con~rollable.
Finally, injection of the torus water into the rea.ctor vessel
was not desirable because of a requirement to keep the water
purity in the reactor vessel as high as possible. (The
reactor pressure was approac1'1iru the pressure which woi,11.d

------

------
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allow injection of the torus water via the core spray
and LPCI 1nto the vessel.)
2.

Precautionary Steps Taken
Each of the operators in the control room was niade aware that
the core spray and LPCI pumps had been secured; It was
recognized that all of these core spray or LPCI pumps were
readily available if nonnal makeup water was not available.

3.

Results
Neither the core spray, LPCI nor d~e~el generators were
required since normal makeup water was available to the vessel.
Placing of these pumps in the pull-to-lock position.did not
subject the plant to a less safe mode nor would their operation
in this incident have aided or otherwise assisted in· the
successful shutdown and securing of the Dresden 2 Unit.

C.

Opening of Main Steam Line Isolation Valves (MSLIV)
The MS LIV s were manually opened at 14 minutes after the incident
began. This was done to reduce the reactor pressure (it was about
770 psig at this point) by use of the turbine condenser through
the by-pass valves. The by-pass valves were not actually opened,
however, until about 30 minutes later.
1

···e
'

l.

Justification
Standard operating procedures call
pressure control via bypass valves
resetting and opening the MSLIV's.
a precautionary measure to protect
losl of the isolation condenser.

..·:

2.

for restoration of normal
to the condenser by
This is considered
against the unlikely

Results
The normal operating mode, calling for cooldown of the reactor
via the byp~ss,valves to the condenser is justified for normal
shutdowns. However, in the event that an accident signal
(high drywell pressure or low-low reactor water level) is
present, it i·s a questionable action. There was not any
abnormal consequences as a result of this action. Any
discharge of radioactive gases would have been through the
steam-jet-air-ejectors via the condenser, then through
the 30 minute holdup volume and finally to the main stack
where the gases were monitored before release.

o.

Reactor Vessel Water Level
During the first few seconds after the incident 9ccurred, water
level decreased due to collapse of voids. The feedwater cont~ol
system, sensing low water level,.went in automatic control to

;
,I'·
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the runout control valve position. The feedwater pumps tripped
from a low suction pressure signal. As designed, one feedwater
pump automatically restarted and went into runout valve position.
At this time the feedwater control was placed on manual control
and the manual control was opened to the runout flow condition
because the recorder normally used far controlling vessel level
indicated no increase in vessel water level.
After approximately two minutes it was noticed that other instruments, such as the Yarway level gauges, showed full scale indication.
The water level recorder was t~pped and it then also indicated
full scale. The feedwater controller was therefore immediately
run back to mimimum. In spite of this, a substantial flow to
the vessel was maintained because of leakage through the
regulating valves. The isolat~on valves were not closed nor
were the feedwater pumps tripped at this time because of the
need to maintain a readily available source of feed flow
to the vessel.
It is now clear that the overflowing of water into the main
steam lines caused lifting of safety valves and resulting in
damage in the drywell during what should have been a normal
shutdown following an anticipated transient. It is also apparent
now after the event that i'nsufficient emphasis has been placed
in operator training and operating procedures on the problems
associated with excessively high reactor water level. This situation has been ~aused by an overriding concern for keeping the
vessel level high to ensure that the core is covered, which
prevails in all pha~es of plant design and operator espon~e.
E.

ECCS Pump Sequencing
The design of the ECCS pump starting provides for the sta~ting of
all siX (2 core sprayi 4 LPCI) pumps simultaneous when off-site
power is available .. When off-site power is not available and emergency power is being us·ed, sequencing of the pumps ·is: specified
to protect against overload of the diesel generators. However,
during the incident a· high drywell pressure signal initiated
the .ECCS pumps, durjng a time when off-site power was available,
and the ECCS pumps sequenced on rather than starti~g limultaneously. First core spray A was started, 5 seconds later core
spray B was started and 5 seconds later all four LPCI pumps
started simult~neously.
·
The sequencing circuitry is being checked and thorough tests
will be performed to verify that the operation of tne ECCS
pumps will be in accordance with the Final Safety Analy$is Report.
This will be verified for both the off-site power available
case and the loss Of off-site power case.

F.
;

-.!.rj

EHC Pressure Control
The Dresden Unit 2 plant was operat1ng at 75% power with full
reci rcul a: ti on fl ow when the turb1 ne contra 1 va h~es 'opened from
75% to the load reference set of 80% and the steam bypass valves
to the condenser opened fully. Following the shut9own the pressure
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controllers in the Electro-hydraulic Control System were
monitored to determine what caused the turbine control valves and
bypass valves to open. Spurious signals were monitored which were
of ~ sufficient magnitude and in a direction to cause this event.
These ·spurious signals were traced to the lead-lag network of the
"A" pressure controller. Two potentiometers which are used to
adjust the pressure regulator to the required dynamic characteristics,
have been emitting intermittent erroneous signals which can cause
~he bypass valves,to open.To prevent future spuri6us signals which cari cause the reactor
pressure regulator to ooen, a ceramic potentiometer will be used
in place of the wire-wound potentiometer. A design· change will
also move the potentiometer nearer to the pressure amplifier card,
thqs eliminating some terminals to further avoid noise generation.
Other modifications are be1ng made as an extra. precaution against
spurious s1gnal generation although these other areas did not show
evi·dence of any noise or signal generation.
G.

Isolation Condenser
The isolatfon condenser was placed in operation approximatelyc3
minutes after the incident occurred in an attempt to lower the
reactor vessel pressure and begin cooldown. It was discovered
several minutes later that the isolation condenser had_ failed to
go into service; it had isolated apparently on a high flow signal
in the condensate return line. The isolation trip was reset and
1solat1on condenser operat~on was again manually initiated and
operated satisfactorily.
-

·--e

It was known prior to this incident that the condensate return
isolation signal was set too low by an error in the Technical Spe_cifications. The trip setting should have been 63" water (300%
pf normal flow) but the actual trip setting was 27" water (120% ·
of normal flow). It appears that the initial surge of condensate
return water as the isolation condenser was placed into operation
was sufficient enough ta cause isolation of the system.
A revision to the Technical Specifications was in process at the
time of the incident and pending acceptance of this revision by the
AEC, the isolation trip setting will be established at its ~e~ign
value of 63 11 water.
H.

Drywell Temperature Design
The analysis of the containment (drywell) response during the
incident showed the containment atmosphere to be a maximum of 320°F
which is greater than the design temperature as listed in the FSAR.
The design temperature, however, is the metal temperature of the
containment, not the atmosphere temperature within the contain111ent.
It can be shown that the shell (metal) temperatures
I
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will be less than the atmosphere temperature, but it 1.1as
decided to reanalyze the containment to establish a new design
temperature for the contatnment of 320°F. The r~analysfs
made in Section IV.D.5 shows a new design temperature for
the containment of 320°F. It can be seen from Table I
(Section IV.D.5) that a safety factor of 2 or greater is present
at the 320°F design temperature,
·
The containment was thoroughly 1nspected following the incident
and no indication of buckling of the containment was observed
thereby verifying' that the containment is desigfled satisfactorily
for the temperature present during the incident.

ji
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HPCI Function
The HPCI system was removed from service prior to the incident so
there was no operation of the HPCI during the incident. However,
the possible use of the HPCI during the incident was reviewed to ,
determine what the contribution it could have made had it been
operable. The reason for the HPCI being out of service was presented
in a letter to Dr. P. A. Morris from Harlan K. Hoyt, dated June 2, 1970.
Upon receipt of the high drywell pressure during the incident, the HPCI
auxiliary oil pump;.emergency oil pump and gland extractor automatically
started and the HPCI turbine went onto turning gear. This gave evidence
to the fact that the HPCI did receive the signal to begin operation.
However, the turbine did not start because it was valved out of service.
Had the turbine been available for service at the time the initiation
signal was received, the turbine would not have started due to high
water level in the reactor vessel. The high water level signal
prevents the steam supply valve from opening. Therefore, the HPCI
would not have made a contribution to the incident even if it had
been available for service.

I
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Pressure Monitoring of Drywall
Pressure monitoring of the drywall during the incident consisted of
a pressure indicator with scale reading from -5 psig to +5 psig.
A 0-75 psig pressure indicator had been installed but had not yet
been placed in operation. Had the higher range pressure indicator
been operable during the incident more precise pressure monitoring
could have been obtained. Pri.or to startup, the 0-75 psig pressur~
indicator will be calibrated and made operable.
·
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Temperature Monitoring Of Drywell
The temperature_ in the drywell is monitored at various locations
and the temperatures are recorded on a multi-point recorder.
This ·recorder, however; had run out of paper so no recording of
drywell temperature was accomplished.
However, as stated in Section VI other means were available
to approximate the drywel1 temperature. These other means
consi~ted· of Templesticks, flux monitoring cable deterioration
and plastic caps.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

The initiating event for this incident was a spurious signal
in the turbine control system EHC unit. The design modifications identified in Section VII.F will be made to protect
against further spurious sign~l generation.

B.

Suitable level instrumentation was available and was operating
adequately during the incident; however, the level recorder
being observed by the operator was stuck at low level indication. Thus:
1. The vessel level instrumentation changes and corrections
as stated in Section VII .I will be implemented.
2.

Critical water level regions will be marked on the level
recorders to assist the operator in recognizing his approaching off-standard conditions.

C.

Throughout the incident, plant operating and management personnel
reacted and performed in accordance with procedures to achieve
an orderly shutdown.

D.

The procedures that were followed led to a safe and orderly shutdown during this incident. However, the procedures are being
reviewed and revised to assure their appropriateness for such
incidents. Revision to the procedures as described in Sections
VII.I.4 and VII.M.l will be made.

E.

The safety valve which operated functioned properly; however,
the existence of lifting levers on the safety valves caused
unnecessary operation of two additional safety valves. These
lifting levers are not required by Section III of the ASME
Code and approval is being obtained from the Illinois Boiler
Board to remove the lifting levers.

F.

Upon receipt of the initiation signal, all ECCS equipment started
and were ready to perform their function. The diesel generators
also started and were prepared to accept load should there have
been a loss of off-site power.

G.

Neutron monitors provided information to the reactor protection
system which verified reactor shutdown, Following safety valve
11fting and subsequent to the release of steam to the drywell~
the neutron monitor cabling was damaged. All the neutron
monitor cabling will be replaced. The SRM and IRM cabling will
be replaced with upgraded cabling to assure shutdown monitoring
for higher temperature conditions.
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H.

Motors and other equipment in the drywell were subjected to .a
steam atmosphere. All motors and equipment including the drywell
itself have been checked (meggered in the case of motors, inspection of hangers and insulation in the case of piping, pressure tests and reseal in the case of electrical penetrations,
jet force evaluation of drywell, etc.) to assure suitability
for future operation. Decontamination of equipment and surface
areas will be carried out as necessary.

I.

No measurable release to the environment of radioactivity above
6ccurred as a result of the incident and all
radiatiori exposures to on-site personnel were well within the
limits of 10 CFR 20.

J.

Dresden radiation protection procedures were followed throughout
the incident. All containment entries and other recovery actions
were made in accordance with Dresden Radiation Protection Standards.

nbrm~l oper~tion

K.·· Tho~e items resulting from the incident which require corrective
action prior to plant startup have been corrected or will be
prior'to startu~. Programs have been initiated to investigate
and then correct.those items which have been identified as requiring corrective action subsequent to plant startup. An
operational or ·functional check will be made on all equipment
that has been repaired or replaced. A system hydrostatic test
at 1000 psig·will be conducted.
·
L.

It is concluded that the Dresden Unit 2 incident has caused no
off-site effects of concern. Damage to the plant has been minor
and wi 11 be repaired such that the plant can be returned to its
startup test program without undue risk to the public health
and safety.
\
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HPCI LINE DAMAGE REPORT

The HPCI steam· line was found to be damaged. Investigations showed that
the damage was caused by excessive hydraulic forces created by a large
water slug which was propelled through the line. A construction strainer
was to be removed from the line; and hence, two valves were closed to
isolate the strainers, from the vessel. The downstream va.lve is normally
closed and a drain pot arrangement is provided in order to keep steam in
the line up to the HPCI turbine~ The other valve, located outside th~
drywell penetration is n.ormally open. While both valves were closed, a
reactor scram occurred. During the recovery of the plant from the scram,
a high water level situation occurred which allowed some water to be
trapped at the upstream valve. Additional water accumulated behind the
valve due to condensation after the plant was again brought to power.
Upon completion of the strainer removal, the HPCI system was restored to
the normal operati.ng valve alignment. At this time, the upstream valve
was opened with the reactor at pressure and the water slug' was driven to
the closed downstream valve. Subsequent visual inspection of the valve.
alignment and leak checks verification revealed the resulting damage.
Damage that was found consisted of broken or bent piping weight support
hangers and seismic support snubbers, a dented section of piping, and
damaged pipe insulation. The HPCI system was 1mmediately removed from.
service and corrective measures initiated. These measures and results
are:
1.

The dented pipe section, approximately 10 feetin length and including
a 90° elbow, was removed and replaced.

2.

The downstream isolation valve, including the case, the disk and stem·
were inspected visually. External surfaces of the valve were magnetic
particle inspected,' in addition, the valve was cycled a number of
times to assure proper operation. No damage was found.

3.

The turbine stop valve connection to the piping was PT inspected and
also operated to assure it was not damaged. External surfaces of the
valve were magnetic particle inspected.

4.

The flange connecting the stop valve to the turbine casing w~s in- spected for any signs of damage. No evidence of a problem was found.
Removal of the flange bolts shows no effects of any nature on the
flange, the bolts or the seal.

5.

The HPCI turbine valve chest was visually inspected and magnetic partic1e inspected for ev1 dence of any damage. None was found.

6. The HPCI turbine mounting was inspected to determine if any movement
had occurred. No evidence of any such movement was found.
7.

The anc~or connection to the pipe located near the dr.YWell was iflspected as was the piping support system within the drywall, No evidence of any damage was found.
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8. All hangers and sway braces located within the affected zone were
replaced.
9. All pipe to elbow welds within the affected zone of piping were radiographed. No defects were found.
10. Dye Penetrant tests of all pipe to elbow welds and the heat affected
zones were made. ·Na indications were found.
11.

Shear wave UT tests. were. made of the base metal of the affected pipe
and ~lbows. These tests were conducted in both the longitudinal and
circumferential directions. No defects were found.

12.

The piping was hydrostatic tested satisfactorily in accordance with
831.1.0 1967 Piping Code.
··7

It is concluded that thorough examinations of the piping systems have been
made and have shown that the excessive hydraulic forces experienced were
not sufficient to degrade the quality of the system nor to decrease confidence of the system reliability. The carbon steel used in the system is
very ductile and few restrictions exist during fabrication on the amount
of bending, fanning, straightening or cold working of the material. Shop
cold working in amounts experienced during this incident are acceptable.
Bending and cold working of carbon steel materials in the field is also
commonly performed. Such conditions are more severe than experienced in
the incident as this was a shock loading of extremely short duration whereas
purposeful cold work results in a sustained loading condition. Had the
impact loads actually degraded the pipe, the nondestructive tests performed
would have revealed the condition. Where damage was actually experienced,
the pipe was replaced.
In addition, an interlock system is being installed between the valves
outside and i-nsiqe the drywell. Anytime the outside valve is closed, the
inside va 1ve wi 11 close automatically. This addition wi 11 prevent a reoccurrence of the problem because the inside valve is located in a horizontal section of-piping at the elevation of the vessel nozzle.
In summary, the damaged section of the line has been replaced, the damaged
suspension system has been replaced, the remaining portion of the system
has been thoroughly inspected and tested, and a method of prevention has
been initiated. It is consequently concluded that the HPCI system has
.satisfactorily been repaired and is again ready for operation.
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CONTROL VALVE FOR MAIN STEAM LINE

ISO~ATION

VALVE

OPERABILITY PROBLEM

During the Dresden 2 startup test program, 1t was found on several
occasions that the main steam isolation valves did not respond properly
to the control signals. In most cases, this improper response occurred
after the valves were test exercised, closed, and then failed on signal
to open. An investigation of the problem revealed that the spool piece
component of the pneumatic control valves was occasionally sticking.
This piece is positioned by a solenoid operator and moves to direct or
block air flow to the main valve operator cylinder through a series of
ports in a sleeve. The cause of the sticking problem was threefold:
Contaminated a1r supply; excessive heating of the control valves; and when
coincident w1th either or both of the above, the problem was aggrevated
by the close fit of the moving parts of the pneumatic control valve.

1

Subsequent to the manufacture of the Dresden 2 valves, the design was
changed to provide a substantially greater minimum tolerance between the
spool piece and sleeve in order to minimize possible clearance problems.
The valves at Dresden 2 and 3 have all been checked and matched spoolsleeve components provided which have equal or greater tolerances than
the new design minimum specification.
Inspection of the valves ~lso reve~led that a carboneous material had
adhered to the surfaces of the failed components. This material had entered
the valves from the air supply and plated out on the valve sliding surfaces.
The contaminates are considered to be the primary cause of sticking, although the amount of such material was quite low and without the other
factors would have been less significant. The air supply is from the
plant instrument air supply. After noting the contaminates, the system
was completely blown-out and then allowed to blow through a test filt~r
to determine if any further contaminates exist. This test showed the
system was now clean, and it is therefore postulated that the contaminates
entered the system during the construction phase and are no longer present.
An overheating condition of the control valves was also found to be contributory to the problem. The valves were specified to operate continually in a 150°F environment and have been tested at 310°F for short
duration operation capability. The actual temperatures in the steam tunnel at the location of the pilot valves was originally as high as 200°F.
This temperature was attained primarily from radiant heat emitted by the
valve bonnets and the main steam line pipe whip anchors which were not
insulated. Subsequent to the problem, these items have been insulated
and the tunnel air coolant system is being redirected to maintain the
valves within the design temperature of 150°F. Thermocouples were installed on tbe valves and the temperatures were measured after the insulation was added to determine the heat condition. Results of this test
show that after continual hot operations, the temperatures are stabil1zed
near or below 150°F. An interim cooling coil installation was made on
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a preliminary basis to help alleviate the heat problem. However, this
temporary solution is not in use and the temperatures noted above were
obtain~d without use of these coils.
The temperature coils will be removed prior to startup.
It is concluded that the causes of the problem with the valve operation
have been identified and that proper corrective actions have been taken.
These causes have been reduced to acceptable levels or elimin~ted and
proper operation is now expected. The valves will be testeQ during startup
of the unit 1n the hot condition to verify proper operation and installation.

